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Abstract: In order to study geodynamics in relation to atmospheric, oceanographic

and glaciological interactions on a global scale, adequate distribution of precise geodesy

stations over the Earth is important. Syowa Station (03.*�S, -3.0�E), Antarctica,

serves as one of the observatories in the Southern Hemisphere. This report briefly

summarizes the location coordinates of the geodetic sensors, and chronology of related

activity as of ,**/, based on standardized format sheets for each sensor monument.

Exchange of these formatted sheets among Antarctic stations will give us a data base

for reviewing and archiving geodetic activity in Antarctica. Local geodetic ties

among their monument marks are updated from the results given by M. Kanao et al.

(J. Geod. Soc. Jpn., .+, -/1, +33/), including later surveying with improved accuracy.
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+. Introduction

The National Institute of Polar Research (NIPR) has been coordinating the geod-

esy programs of the Japanese Antarctic Research Expeditions (JAREs). Shibuya et al.

(,**-) summarized +* years’ progress of Syowa Station (03.*�S, -3.0�E), Antarctica,

from +33- to ,**- as a global geodesy network site. They described the status as of

,**- of geodetic sensors including Global Positioning System (GPS), Doppler Orbito-

graphy Radiopositioning Integrated by Satellites (DORIS), Very Long Baseline Inter-

ferometry (VLBI), Precise Range And Range-rate Equipment (PRARE), Absolute

Gravimeter (AG), Superconducting Gravimeter (SG), geomagnetic variometer, and

Bottom Pressure Gauge (BPG). However, there was no illustration of the sensors in

Shibuya et al. (,**-), and the description was in an arbitrary format and not adequate

to compare the progress of each sensor and related references. Therefore we try here

to present a standardized format to describe the above geodetic sensors, which will be

applicable to describing their status in the future. Although there is no established

standardized international exchange format for reference points, this review will serve as

an example for the Antarctic geodesy community.

Concerning local geodetic ties among the above geodetic marks, Kanao et al.
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(+33/) summarized the status as of +33/. During these +* years, conventional surveys

and relative GPS positioning were carried out to improve accuracy. There was no

operational di$culty to obtain tie vectors of ,�.mm accuracy, except for the VLBI

antenna reference point (ARP). We present here a summary of the updated local

geodetic tie vectors.

The acronyms used in this review are summarized in Table +.

,. Observatory site sheet and local ties among geodetic sensors

Sheet +-- shows the locations of geodetic observation sensors superposed onto an

ortho-photometric map of Syowa Station, East Ongul Island. The layout of facilities

and number of buildings have changed very much from this map, but the map with

/-m interval contours over a +:,/** aerial photo highlights well the distribution of

geodetic sensors in three-dimensions (Geographical Survey Institute, +33.).
There are two marks for GPS: SYOG and SYOW. There are also two marks for

DORIS: SYOB and SYPB. The VLBI mark is put beside the ++-m S/X-band antenna

with radome. The PRARE antenna is not seen in Sheet +--, similarly as SYOG and

SYPB, because this aerial photo was taken in January +33, before their construction.

The AG base and SG instruments are installed in the Gravity Observation Hut (GOH),

where AG measurements were conducted by JARE-members from the Geographical

Survey Institute (GSI), Japan. The Tide Observation Hut (TOH) is placed at the

shore of Nisi-no-ura Cove and sea level to determine the height above mean sea level of

Table +. Acronyms used in this review.

AG

ARP

BPG

DORIS

GLOSS

GOH

GPS

GRS2*
GSI

GVH

IAGBN(A)

IERS

IGS

ITRF

JARE

JH(O)D

NIPR

PRARE

SCAR

SG

SOH

TOH

VLBI

Absolute Gravimetry, or Absolute Gravimeter

Antenna Reference Point

Bottom Pressure Gauge

Doppler Orbitography Radiopositioning Integrated by Satellites

Global Sea Level Observing System

Gravity Observation Hut

Global Positioning System

Geodetic Reference System +32*
Geographical Survey Institute, Japan

Geomagnetic Variometer Hut

International Absolute Gravity Basestation Network Category (A)

International Earth Rotation Service

International GPS Service

International Terrestrial Reference Frame

Japanese Antarctic Research Expedition

Japan Hydrographic (and Oceanographic) Department, Japan Coast Guard

National Institute of Polar Research, Japan

Precise Range And Range-rate Equipment

Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research

Superconducting Gravimeter

Seismic Observation Hut

Tide Observation Hut

Very Long Baseline Interferometry
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Bench Mark No. +*.* (BM+*.*) is regularly monitored by JARE-members from the
Japan Hydrographic (and Oceanographic) Department, Japan Coast Guard.

We prepared the observatory site sheet (Sheet +) to explain the environment and
facilities of Syowa Station as a whole. This site sheet includes “station conditions” such

as geological conditions and weather regime, “overview of geodesy programs”, “instru-

ments” and “references”. Binding of observatory site sheets from other Antarctic sta-

tions will give us a brief but current summary of geodetic activities immediately,

together with the monument sheets.

-. Monument description sheet

We prepared 2 sheets of “Coordinates of Geodetic Monument at Syowa Station,
Antarctica”; this title appears on every Sheet. For the seismic observation hut (SOH in

Sheet +--) and geomagnetic variometer hut (GVH in Sheet +--), corresponding sheets
have not been prepared as they do not require + cm positioning accuracy. In each

Sheet, the items to characterize the geodetic sensor are noted by italic letters from top

to bottom. Acronyms are used, when available in Table +, to avoid lengthy descrip-
tion.

-.+. “Instrument type” and “Identification code”

The 2 sheets corresponding to 2 sensors are: Sheet , for SYOG of the International
GPS Service (IGS) GPS point, Sheet - for SYOW of the Scientific Committee on

Antarctic Research (SCAR) GPS campaign point, Sheet . for the VLBI ARP, Sheet /
for SYOB of the DORIS tower, Sheet 0 for SYPB of the DORIS pillar, Sheet 1 for the
PRARE ARP, Sheet 2 for the International Absolute Gravity Basestation Network
Category A (IAGBN(A)) #*.+1 of the AG base, and Sheet 3 for BM+*.* of the Global
Sea Level Observing System (GLOSS) #3/ BPG observations.

-.,. “Geocentric (or Geodetic) coordinate values”, “Solution”, and “Epoch”

For monuments related to space geodesy techniques (Sheets ,, -, ., /, 0 and 1),
“Coordinate values” should preferably be expressed in the “Geocentric coordinate sys-

tem”. The coordinates are associated with corresponding velocities. There is ac-

companying information on the “Solution”, for example by Fukuzaki et al. (,**/),
“Reference frame” and “Epoch”. In case of SYOG (Sheet ,), the “Reference frame” is

International Terrestrial Reference Frame ,*** (ITRF,***; Altamimi et al., ,**,) and
the “Epoch” is ,***.*. The VLBI antenna and other marks (SYOG, SYOB and SYPB)

have International Earth Rotation Service (IERS) DOMES Number.

In case of Sheet 2 (IAGBN(A)#*.+1) and Sheet 3 (BM+*.*/GLOSS#3/), the
position should preferably be specified by “Geodetic coordinate values” as each datum is

strongly related to the height h above sea level (asl), for example, hBM+*.*�,.--2m.
For latitudes and longitudes we adopt the Geodetic Reference System +32* (GRS2*)
Ellipsoid with the semi-major axis a�0-12+-1m and the flattening +/f�,32.,/1,,,+*+
for coordinate transformation from the Cartesian geocentric coordinates.
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-.-. “Definitions of reference point”, “Overview of sensor mark” and “Overview photo-

graph and/or sketch”

Because +�-mm accuracy of the local-tie is discussed, “Definitions of reference

point” must be described in detail. In order to pin-point this sensor mark, “Overview

photographs” and “Site sketches” help us to recognize how it looks and where is the

reference “point” we defined.

-... “O#set from the IGS GPS mark”

This is given by a three-element vector in the Cartesian coordinate system; its origin

is IGS GPS mark SYOG. “Geocentric coordinate values” plus “O#set from the IGS GPS

mark” with sign should represent the o#set-corrected coordinates of the related monu-

ment at SYOG. If there is no error in positioning and surveying, and if the reference

system transform is perfect, these coordinates should match to a digit of +mm.

-./. “Notes”

We describe here especially the “local geodetic tie”. The notes give in some detail

how the o#set vector was obtained from which expedition number and who made the

surveys. However, we do not go into the data reduction procedure, to maintain sim-

plicity. The di#erence between the geocentric coordinates at SYOG and, for example,

the o#set-corrected VLBI-determined coordinates gives the current consistency of

positioning between the two space geodesy methods, VLBI and GPS.

For Sheet 2 (IAGBN(A)#*.+1) and Sheet 3 (BM+*.*/GLOSS#3/), important

“notes” are given on the leveling survey and on how the height above sea level was

determined.

-.0. “Chronology”

Each sensor/observation has its individual history of such items as when the

observations started, how the monument was installed/maintained, what experiments

were performed, why the observations stopped, etc. Therefore the description changes

from one Sheet to another. For example, Sheet 0 (DORIS SYPB) has only , memos

during 1 years, while Sheet 3 (BM+*.*/GLOSS#3/) has 1 memos reflecting a long

history of maintenance e#orts.
When some events occurred, we can paste new information to the end of the

current “Chronology”. Thus we can update the status of the monument and observa-

tions, even though irregularly.

-.1. “References”

Because of comprehensive geodetic activity at Syowa Station, the number of ref-

erences reached 1*, as described in Shibuya et al. (,**-). Therefore it may not be easy

to find what reference corresponds to which observation item. We sorted the related

references according to the “Instrument”, and put them into the appropriate Sheet.

Appearance of one reference is not limited to some specific Sheet, but may be duplicated

in several Sheets.
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.. Local geodetic ties among geodetic monuments

Following the summary by Kanao et al. (+33/), local geodetic surveys were con-
tinued to improve the accuracy of the baseline between SYOG and the VLBI ARP.

Other surveys to tie new marks to existing marks were also carried out. Based on a

“local tie” item in each monument sheet, we summarize updated local tie vectors as

shown in Table ,.
Column + (identification code) gives the abbreviated sensor name corresponding to

2 sensors such as IGS GPS point. Parentheses (e.g. SYOG) give registered code names

in the international network.

Column , gives the three components of the o#set vector in the geocentric
coordinate system, taking SYOG as the origin. By definition, the o#set vector of
SYOG is (dx, dy, dz)�(*, *, *). The most distant point from SYOG is BM+*.* for
BPG observations; its distance is about 1**m.

The o#set vector components have values accurate to a digit of +mm; thus, detailed
definition of the reference mark is required. Column - gives such a definition. For

example, the VLBI ARP is defined as the cross point of the elevation and azimuth axes

of the ++-m parablic antenna. This point is imaginary and not visible, as explained in

VLBI Sheet .. Other instruments have visible marks, such as brass disk, red ring in a

transmitter, etc.

Column . gives the sheet number in which the sensor photo and/or a sketch of the
reference point are described in detail.

For practical use of + cm accuracy, we summarize here the geocentric coordinates
of the reference marks in Table -, where the local tie vector component is subtracted
from the corresponding SYOG IGS GPS coordinate value. These geocentric coordi-

nates can be converted into geodetic coordinates on the GRS2* Ellipsoid as summarized
in Table .. The values are adjusted to the ITRF,*** system at the epoch of ,***.*.

Table ,. Results of the local tie of the geodesy monuments within Syowa Station, Antarctica4 For details, see text.

Identification code
O#set vector (m)

Definition of reference point Description
dx dy dz

GPS IGS (SYOG) * * * Center and bottom edge of choke ring of
the Dorn Margolin T antenna (ARP)

Sheet ,

GPS SCAR (SYOW) ,/.,.* �.0.-3. �+,.+31 Cross point of the marker disk Sheet -
VLBI +-.1+. �+,*./1. �,..-0, Cross point of the elevation and azimuth

axes
Sheet .

DORIS tower (SYOB) �,3+.*2, +/.3,3 �2/.223 Center of the red marker ring of the
beacon

Sheet /

DORIS pillar (SYPB) �,32.*// ,-.-10 �23.321 Center of the red marker ring of the
beacon over the cross point of the brass
disk buried at the base pillar

Sheet 0

PRARE �,3,./-- -3.+01 �2-.-+, Center and bottom edge of the rotating unit Sheet 1
AG (IAGBN (A)) ,2...2 �1+.202 �+1.+,3 Cross point of the brass disk Sheet 2
Bench Mark +*.* �.+0.0-. /0-.,3- �+..*,3 Cross point of the brass disk Sheet 3

If there is no error in surveying and the transform of the reference system is perfect, XVLBI�dxVLBI with
sign�XSYOG, etc.
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/. Concluding remarks

In order to keep track of the change of geodetic activity without confusion,

“Description Date” and the “Author” must be itemized, as only one Sheet may be referred

to. Geodesy reference points at Antarctic stations have to be maintained on a decadal

time scale; this standardized format sheet will tell e#ectively the current activity to

future Antarctic geodesists.
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Table -. Geocentric coordinates of the geodesy monuments within Syowa Station, Antartica

in the ITRF,*** system at the epoch of ,***.*.

Identification code X (m) Y (m) Z (m) Reference

GPS IGS (SYOG)

GPS SCAR (SYOW)

VLBI

DORIS tower (SYOB)

DORIS pillar (SYPB)

PRARE

AG (IAGBN (A))

Bench Mark +*.*

+100,*1.2/.
+100+2,.0+.
+100+3..+.*
+100.32.3-0
+100/*/.3*3
+100/**.-21
+100+13..*0
+1000,...22

+.0*,3*.-.2
+.0*--0.1.,
+.0*.+*.3,,
+.0*,1...+3
+.0*,00.31,
+.0*,/+.+2+
+.0*-0,.,+0
+./31,1.*//

�/3-,,31.03*
�/3-,,2/..3-
�/3-,,1-.-,2
�/3-,,++.2*+
�/3-,,*1.1*-
�/3-,,+..-12
�/3-,,2*./0+
�/3-,,2-.00+

Sheet ,
Sheet -
Sheet .
Sheet /
Sheet 0
Sheet 1
Sheet 2
Sheet 3

The X-coordinate of VLBI, XVLBI, was calculated by subtracting the x-component of the

o#set vector, dxVLBI (see raw VLBI in Table ,), from the X-coordinate of SYOG. The

other components can be calculated similarly.

Table .. Geodetic coordinates of the geodesy monuments within Syowa Station, Antartica on the GRS2* Ellipsoid.

Identification code Latitude (*) Longitude (l)
Ellipsoidal height

(height asl)
Reference

GPS IGS (SYOG) �03.**03/1-//�
03�**�,/.*.0/�S

-3./2-1..**0�
-3�-/�*+..12.�E

/*.**3 m (,2.3-- m) Sheet ,

GPS SCAR (SYOW) �03.**02--/0*�
03�**�,..0**2�S

-3./2/*.**-.�
-3�-/�*0.+..+�E

.,.,.. m (,+.+// m) Sheet -

VLBI �03.**0-,./+3�
03�**�,,.102-�S

-3./20,2/01-�
-3�-/�+*.0,2.�E

/+.**- m Sheet .

DORIS tower (SYOB) �03.**.2222*2�
03�**�+1./331�S

-3./122**-,-�
-3�-.�.-.02+,�E

.0./0+ m Sheet /

DORIS pillar (SYPB) �03.**.21*-1/�
03�**�+1./-2.�S

-3./12/./11*�
-3�-.�.,.10.2�E

.,.30* m Sheet 0

PRARE �03.**/*++0.+�
03�**�+2.*.+3�S

-3./12-,3.0+�
-3�-.�.+.320+�E

...*0- m Sheet 1

AG (IAGBN (A)) �03.**01*,//0�
03�**�,..+,1.�S

-3./2//2+31,�
-3�-/�*2.*3/+�E

.,./03 m (,+..3- m) Sheet 2

Bench Mark +*.* �03.**1,,2*10�
03�**�,0.*,++�S

-3./00,/,/33�
-3�--�/2./*3.�E

,-.-3. m (,.--2 m) Sheet 3

The geodetic coordinates on the GRS2* Ellipsoid was obtained from the geocentric coordinates in Table -
by using the coordinate transformation software “xyz,blh” by M. Tobita (GSI).
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Sheet .--.
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Sheet /-,.
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Sheet /--.
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Sheet 0-+.
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Sheet 0-,.
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Sheet 1-+.
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Sheet 1-,.
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Sheet 2-+.
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Sheet 2-,.
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Sheet 2--.
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Sheet 2-..
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Sheet 3-+.
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